
Application for organizations / initiatives / projects / families / people, who 
want to be supported by the Earth Prayers movement by being selected 

as the project of the week 
 

contact: earth.prayers.info@gmail.com  

We’re very happy to find out about initiatives and people who create changes for the better!
In order to maintain transparency for all of the supporting members and fairness for all the precious

projects, we have created guidelines in order to choose projects. The association Samen der
Solidaritaet (Seeds of Solidarity) reserves its right to examine the projects that are applying and to
decide on which projects to support. Within three weeks you can usually count with an answer for

your application. 
 

Content Criteria: 

* the project goes along with the aims of the association and contributes in one of the seven topics
that the Earth Prayers movement sponsors  1) free seeds 2) sustainable agricultura 3) Nature & 
Culture 4) empowered women 5) empowered children 6) holistic health 7) hearts’ wishes 

* the project needs financial support in order to reach its goals or in order to continue to pursue the
project. 

* the willingness to work transparently and to be in contact with the association Samen der
Solidaritaet and to document the destination of the financial support 

* when you apply for support you automatically agree that data, names, fotos and videos of the
project (name, place, numbers etc.) can be used and published by the association Samen der 
Solidaritaet through the website, the newsletter, social media and the anual report 

Formal Criteria: 

* call (Zoom, Skype etc…) in order to get to know each other and in order to know about the 
motivation, goals and visions 
 
* an application where you explain the project and what the money will be destined to and how
much you would need , as well as the copy of the passport of two people or if there is no
passport of an ID of two people. If the applicant is an association we also need a photo of the
official certificate of the association. 

* Confirmation (with signature) signed by two people of the receiving organization (four-eye 
principle) that and how much money has been received from the Earth Prayers initiative. Use
template. Copy of the passport of two people or if there is no passport of an ID of two people. If
the applicant is an association we also need a photo of the official certificate of the association.
* Photos or videos and a report about how the financial resources were finally used.
It makes us happy to see that you want to be part of this movement that wants to strengthen bonds
between people and that wants to nourish natural giving and taking!

With Love from the Earth Prayers team and the
Association Samen de Solidaritaet

(Seeds of Solidarity)
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To: Association Samen der Solidaritaet  
(Association seeds of solidarity) 
Rossmanngasse 40, 8010 Graz, Austria 
earth.prayers.info@gmail.com

Name: (of two people )(four-eye-principle)

Name of the Organisation or association that applies for support: (only if it is an organisation or 
association):

We apply for support for the following: (Please first write down the goal that has the highest 
priority and the money needed in order to manifest it.) (Then you can also write down 
further goals )

We are also sending you the copy of the passport or the ID of the two people that signed this 
document.  The information, Fotos and videos that we are sharing with the Earth Prayers 

initiative and the association seeds of solidarity is free for this association to use for 
Newsletters, Yearly Reports, Calendars and Social Media articles. We also include a copy of 

the proof of the existence of our association. (Only applies for associations) 

We are looking forward to collaborating with Earth Prayers with full transparency. This is 
why we are going to document very clearly the use of the economic support that we are 

going to receive. (Through receipts (where possible) and a list of expenses. Through fotos 
and videos) 

Signature: (of two people)

 
Date: Place:
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Confirmation of having received support from the association
Samen der Solidarität (Seeds of solidarity) through the Earth

Prayers movement : 

To: Verein Samen der Solidarität
 Rossmanngasse 40, 8010 Graz, Austria, Europe
earth.prayers.info@gmail.com  

Name: (two people)(four eye principle) 
 

Name of the receiving organization / association (if it is an association please also 
add the copy of the official certificate of the association): 
 

Amount of money and currency that we received: 
 

When and how we received it: (paypal, bank account, western union, cash etc.) 
 
 

How we used this financial support: (we included a copy of the receipts where it 
was possible) 
 

 

Message to the people who participate in the Earth Prayers movement: 

Signatures of two people:  
Date: Place:

We also include a copy of the passport / or ID of the two people who signed here. 
We agree that names, places, numbers, fotos and videos that we have sent to the 

Earth Prayers initiative can be used for social media, newsletters, webpage and the 
annual report.
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